BUILDING AND PUBLIC WORKS TRADE TERMINOLOGY (France)


pipe layer



Installing pipelines to supply drinking water and to drain off the wastewater.



tile setter



Decorating and protecting floors, walls and façades by covering them with ceramic tiles or similar
materials.



carpenter



Drawing full scale sketches and shapes of structures. Manufacturing the frames. Building the
timber supporting frames (panels, beams, flooring): drawing, sawing, profiling, assembling, raising
and fitting.



driver



Driving building equipment on public works construction sites: transportation, clearing, earthwork,
etc.



journeyman road builder



Building and maintaining highways (roads, motorways, pedestrian walkways on urban sites,
aerodromes, cycle lanes, car parks, stadiums, etc.), and fitting the various road amenities
(pavements, gutters, paving slabs, street furniture, etc.).



engineered structure builder



Building sections of reinforced concrete on a very large scale for engineered structures (bridges,
dams, water towers, etc.) Manufacturing the parts of the structure as required by casting concrete
on-site in sheathes made for this purpose.



roofer



Fitting the roof of a building (tiles, slates, thatching, tin roofing, etc.)



electrician



Taking care of all of the distributions and connections to the wide range of electrical appliances on
a site (domestic, industrial, service sector): implementation, commissioning and maintenance of
electrical equipment.



Building and Public Works sealer



Protecting buildings and engineered structures from humidity: slabs, roofs, terraces, car parks,
bridge aprons, pipelines, tunnels, etc.



sanitary system installer / plumber



Supplying water to sanitary equipment (arranging the running of ducts, manufacturing pipes,
connecting the equipment, maintenance).



thermal installer



Connecting, installing and maintaining heating, air-conditioning and ventilation systems.
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mason / reinforced concrete builder



Constructing the structures of buildings: foundations, load-bearing structures (joists, flooring).



construction plant mechanic



Maintaining and repairing all vehicles, machines and equipment used on public works sites.



joiner



Designing, manufacturing and fitting doors, windows, shutters, cupboards, parquet flooring,
staircases, etc.



glassmaker and fitter



Manufacturing and installing glass structures on supports made of metal, aluminium or synthetic
products (façades, curtain walls, bow windows, windows, stapled external glazing, etc.).



electrical fitter



Supplying users with electricity from a production or processing point: installation of lines and
maintenance of the equipment.



painter



Creating the decor (decoration, protection and restoration of components of a building such as the
ceilings, walls or panelling) both indoors and outdoors, including on façades.



plasterer –dry liner



Laying out, isolating and decorating interior spaces: building of ceilings or service shafts which
hide the various circuits and partitions, producing coatings (such as decorative coatings or plaster
connections), etc.



fibrous plasterer –stucco plasterer



Building structures made of fibrous plasterboard and stucco for decorative or technical purposes:
moulding, rosette, cornice, duct and ceiling.



locksmith - metalworker



Working with metal to protect and embellish buildings.



floor –carpet fitter



Protecting and decorating floors and interior walls with miscellaneous coverings.



stone cutter



Working with stone for building and decorative purposes.
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